Objective: To standardize the characterization of motor evoked potential (MEP) and cortical silent period (CSP) recordings elicited with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Methods: A computer-based, automated-parameterization program (APP) was developed and tested which provides a comprehensive set of electromyography (EMG) magnitude and temporal measures. The APP was tested using MEP, CSP, and isolated CSP (iCSP) TMS stimulus-response data from a healthy adult population (N = 13). Results: The APP had the highest internal reliability (Cronbach's alpha = .98) for CSP offset time compared with two prominent automated methods. The immediate post-CSP EMG recovery level was 49% higher than the pre-TMS EMG level. MEP size (peak amplitude, mean amplitude, peak-to-peak amplitude, and area) correlated higher with effective E-field (E eff ) than other intensity measures (r % 0.5 vs. r % 0.3) suggesting that E eff is better suited for standardizing MEP stimulus-response relationships. Conclusions: The APP successfully characterized individual and mean epochs containing MEP, CSP, and iCSP responses. The APP provided common signal and temporal measures consistent with previous studies and novel additional parameters. Significance: With the use of the APP modeling method and the E eff , a standard approach for the analysis and reporting of MEP-CSP complex and iCSP measurements is achievable.
Introduction
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) applied to the hand area of the primary motor cortex (M1 hand ) elicits a motor evoked potential (MEP) followed by a post excitatory interruption of voluntary activity in targeted muscles, termed the cortical silent period (CSP). Together they form the MEP-CSP complex and are utilized to investigate cortical excitability and inhibition. A well established method for evaluating cortical excitability and inhibition is the generation of MEP and CSP stimulus response curves (Kimiskidis et al., 2005; Werhahn et al., 2007) . Stimulus response curves for MEP and CSP represent the input-output functions for the motor cortex and potentially quantify neuronal dysfunction, disease progression, and drug treatment responsiveness in various neurological disorders. A variety of calculation techniques and criteria exist to define stimulus variables and response measures in TMS motor response experiments, emphasizing the need for standardization.
The stimulus variable for MEP and CSP stimulus response experiments is TMS intensity. Resting motor threshold (rMT) and machine output percentage are the most common expressions of TMS intensity (Boroojerdi et al., 2001; Devanne et al., 1997; Hess et al., 1987; Kimiskidis et al., 2005; Werhahn et al., 2007) . Measures of rMT attempt to normalize for individual differences in cortical excitability at rest. Effective electrical-field (E eff ) has also been proposed as a measure for stimulus intensity. E eff corrects for the depth of the target neuronal population and their orientation to the induced E-field (Fox et al., 2004) .
MEP ''size" is a common excitatory response measure in stimulus response experiments utilized to estimate cortical excitability (Werhahn et al., 2007) , and can be defined as the MEP peak-topeak amplitude or MEP area in the target muscle (Devanne et al., 1997 Abbreviations: APP, automated-parameterization program; C 3 , cortical column cosine; CSP, cortical silent period; E eff , effective electrical-field; iCSP, isolated cortical silent period; LEP, late excitatory potential; MEP, motor evoked potential; rMT, resting motor threshold.
